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ABSTNACT
Reading comprehension skill is one of the main skills which need to be acquird by primsy sahool ptryils in
Malaysia' This reseuch is ? d d developing ot instnonent to meastre itn r"ang comprehewion level in
the Iulalay Lotgnge (ML- ) for primary school pupils. With this instrunqt, ttu comfietvnsron level of tlrc ML
fol ?n!9 school ptryik 

"_* 
b" idntified" Mireover, this reseuch is also amed a developing a mdrix table

of 
'P 

M reading comr-r|hensron level onongst tttue ptpils. The reading comprehension itaa n, this stttdy
is derivedfrom the mdel suggestd by Dagoitirc a. cfrfio Ggg4). rni mait is basd on the principle thatlp evaluaion process is inegrad tnto riadng 

"o^pr"in^Ln. 
'ihe comprehension process mava 1from one

cortinuwn of the litual comprehension to tlrc inferential comprelensionpbaW to the informaton in the tsts
which are aplicit or implicit. llu result shovrsiha the reding **pr"in ion la,et of fiIlyor phase I pryils
was low while the lev-e! of futL.for Phase II ptrpils *^ iana". This futding'^"itorrrr tt" ,iang
comprehension level of uI, {or primry scltool pttpils in Mataysia otd cot bi usdZt i s"id" ft, teaclers to
stress ,4ron the teaching of the sHlls which wqe less acquird iy prinoy schaot ptqits.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reading skill is one of the main skills which need to be acquired by primary school ptrpils. In the
early stage of the primary school, which is Phase 1 (Year 1 to 3), the teacning oireadingskilt strgssgs
the ability to decode, rvhereas at Phase tr of the primary schooi, most of the years 4 to 6 prpils are
expected to achieve the necessary level of reaaiog fluency based on the prescribed syllabgs. In aty"y of Year 5 prryils, the research findings indicated tnai tne pwils invoived in the research were
able to read fluent$ btrt could not comprehend what was being read (Nor I{ashimah Hashim, 2000a).
In a case study which observed the teaching of the Malay r,anjrage (ML) subject in a primary schooi,
the findings indicated that teachers did not stress on the acquiJition of uasic clmprehension siru GlorHashimah Hashim, 2000b and 2001).

The findings from both research demonstrated that the skill to decode was stressed but the
comprehe'nsion skill was given less attention at the primary school. If pryils were able to decode
successfully, then they were asst ed to be able to use their reading rHfr -a the howledge of the
language to read and comprehend texts. In addition, there were not mmy teaching and evalpation
resources prepared for pupils to apply their reading skill, which was to comprehend nihat was being
read-

The problem of p"pils not being able to comprehend u/hat is being read and the fact that there is
no specific approach which stresses the acquisition of comprehension-skill ought to be grven serious
attention' Withou having rmderstood uAat is being read, the potential for students to acquire
knowledge might be jeopardized- As comprehension i.s=a complex inte[ectual process (Dechanl lggl
and; Rubiq 1991) which involves several categories and comprehension &itts, an instnrment to
Tea$T e the reading comprehension level in the Malay Language needs to be developed. The
development of such instnrment needs to include the specificltitoi" so that the ptqils' level of
comprehension could be identified. with the identificatibn of the level of comprehension amongst
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primary school pupils, firrther actions and efforts could be implemented in order to ensure that prpils
acquire the comprehension skills sucssssfully.

Based on the problem discussed above, this paper aims to discuss the developme,nt of an
instrument in order to measure the reading comprehe,lrsion level in the Malay Language for the
primary school pupils in Malaysia. Thus, the comprehe,lrsion level (literal, inforential, critical-
creative) of the Malay Language for the primary school pupils could be identified. Apart from that,
this research was also aimed at developing a matrix table of reading comprehension level of the
Malay Langrrage amongst primary school pqits in lvlalaysia.

2. COMPREMNSION MODEL

The reading comprehension model derived from the model suggested by Dagostino and Carifio
(1994) was chosen. This model was ananged based on the principle that the evaluation process was
integrated into the rc6ding comprehension. The evaluation occurred frequently and on-going, dong
with the interaction between the reader and the text. In this model, the compone,lrts of the reading
comprehension involved the message evaluation, message interpretation and message exhaction
uihich moved freely and interactively.

The evaluation of a certain text is a part of the reader's respoDse towards the matters that are
comprehended and this represe,nts a part of the message interpretation. The interpretation could
influenqe the evaluation and this is a dynamic process.

The interpretation of a certain text is the mediatory response:in the evalrration process abors the
matters that are comprehended by the reader. The interpretation of texts has two directions:
i) Closed cornergent thinhing is a text processing style which limits the direction in which a reader

makes a conclusion The text is explicit and the interpretation becomes closed and literal. The
te, 'closed' here menns certain expectations and specific criteria influenoe 1fos thinking
according to certain ways.

ii) apen divergent thinking is a text processing style urhich diversifies the directions in which a
reader makes a conchsion or develops an explanation and interpretation of a certain text. The text
is implicit and open uihich lends itself to variou intetpretations or predictions. The terms 'ope,n'
and 'divergent' focuses on other possible comprehensions or interpretations which are creative in
nature (information organization).
\\e texts refer to rhe writer's information through the texts which have the level of explicitness to

the implicitness. The level of explicitress or implicitness of a text influe,nces the reader's
comprehension and interpretation of information from the texts. Every reader is differant from another
reader from the context of his or her experie,nce in general or specific, style and developmelrt as well
as the integrated knowledge of topic and ability to comprehend the texts.

The comprehension process moves from one continuum of the literal comprghemion to the
inferential comprehension parallel to the infornation in the texts which are explicit or implicit. The
evaluation of ctitical comprehe,nsion" however, occurs in m on-going and integrated with the
interpretation- The characteristics of maturity, character, attitude, knowledge and experience, and the
intellectual ability of an individual influence his or her ability to read critically.

Dagostino and Carifio (1994) stressed that most views on the teaching-leaming me catego'rized
according to the behavioruist, cognitive or fhe integration of these two opposing theories. They
explicated that the behaviourists believed that leaming occurred when the teaching was organized
according to its stages. On the contraqr, the cognitivists viewed knowledge as a web of concept udrich
had been orgmised in the mindq, and the learning was the attaining of the structrued knowledge.
Therefore, the fact that the reading comprehension was a synthesis of the two elemrents from the
poinc of view from both the behaviourists and cognitivists became the focus in the developme,lrt of
instument in ordef to measrre the reading comprehension ulhich consisted of three categories; literal,
inferential and critical-c,reative. Each category had several skills. All these skills were measured
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through the series of questions that were developed and arranged according to the skills, from easy to

difficult.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This was a quantitative study (Gay and Ariasian, 2003) employing a techniqpre' The

reading 
"o-pr.h"*ion 

research of the Malay Language (ML) primary school prryils was

i-pt.i*t"O io tlr"" stages. Stage One involved the development of the insnrumsf' which was the

neaaing Comprehensionlest of-ML for Phase I and tr. Stage Two was the implementation of the

research in order to identiry the reading comprehension level of ML for the Phase I and tr primary

school pqpils. Stage Tluee-was the dwllopment of the manix table of reading comprehension level

for the Phasel and tr primary school pupils.

The popplation of the study comprised of prinary school prrpils in the Peninslla Malaysi4 the

phase I prails (yeaF 2 and 3) and Phase tr (Years 4, l and 6). In order to obtain the research samples

who would truly represent tle population, chrster sampling technique was usgdt-Cluster mmpling

tecbnique *." th" sample setection based on a group and nol random individuals (Gay and Ariasian'

2003). All members in the selected gloqp hal the same characteristics. In this study, the primary

school pupils had the same characteristics 
^from 

the aspects of the curriculum practice and system' In

addition, thu p.i-tty school teachers had the same training and academic qualifications

Furthermore, Gay & Airasian (2003) explained tnai tne cluster sampling was easier when the

population was big and scattered widely geographically, a1! the researcher could not obtain the name

list and the number of atl the population for-t-do- tt-ptiog. The cluster sampling technique could

also be employed in stages, *ni-"n involved the selection of the zub-group from th9 original qgq
tC"V 6. air."i"o, 2003). ln this researcb, the population was focused on the national primary school

p*ir who were selected based on the zone (Nortlc East, Middle, South), state (Kedah" Terengganu'

b"i-go, and Johor), location (grban and nrai), school (National Prinary School), level (I and II) and

year of schooling (Years 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
The selection of phase I and tr pupils was according to their intact groups as the class or pupils

from a certain school were difficult to segregate to the research gror.p and the non'research group'

The segregation of the class or pupils *io *o" not able to read from the research .goup caused

"a-ioiit "ion 
problems and involvid permission from the school. Therefore, all Phase I (Years 2 md

3) and Phase I tr (Years 4, 5 and 6) primary school Pwils from selected schools were chosGn as the

samples 96 rhis study. As a result, the number of ciasses and ptrpils from each selected school and

location was not balalrced. In addition, the enrolme,nt of the rwai sihools was smaller compared to 9"
enrolment of the town schools. Therefore, the number of nrral schools (9 schools) was more than the

number of lrban schools (7 schools). Overall, 2763 Phasel and 4l0l Phase tr prryils were involved in

this research.
Two instnrmeNfs were developed; the Reading Comprehe,lrsion Test of ML for Phase I Pupils and the

Reading Comprehension Test of ML for PhLe II Pupils. The development of the contents of the

instnme,nt focused on the following four aspectsr o1 tn" selection of tanonomylcategoty and the

comprehension skill, b) the selection and the design of the ssading texts, c) the developlnelrt of

items/questions or 'stem', md d) the design of the selection of answers.

a) The tgonomy or comprehension categories modified from Barrett's Ta:ronomy (1976') that were

selected for this ,"rrrr.h *o. the literal,-inferential and critical-creative. The literal comprelunsion

refers to the memorization of facts in the reading texts. Ptrpils were required to id€ntiry and memorize

the subject which was discussed by the writer 
"ipti"itty 

io th" t"*t and in the excerpt. In othen words,

the liteld comprehension involved pnpilr' ability to o6tain the overt information from the texts' The

literal comprehension needed the low level of thinking which would be the basic for the higher level

fhinking 6ubiU 1991). The foctued skills involved were as the following:

o ldentising the nsaning of a word (LlA), a phrase (LlB) or a sentence (Llc.
o Identfing the main idea (L2).

I
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o Identi&ing the important point (L3)
r Making comparison (L4).
o Ident$ing the cause-effect (L5).

I ldentifuing the sequence of ideas/events (L6).
Tlne inferential compreheturon refers to the 

"Uilitv 
of pupils interpreting 6saning. pupils are ableto snmmarize, interpret, and make a generalizattoo,-" .*"I*ion and a ireaiction. The inferentialcomprehension needs to use the overt information together with the intuition and experience. Apartfrom that, the inferential comprehensiorr needs oe ni$ level thinking as the questions involveanswetrs which are not expticrtly stated in the text. The 

-inferEntial 
compiehension skills include thefollowing:

o Interpreting the main idea (Fl)
o Interpreting the important point (F2)o Interpreting comparison (F3).
r Interpreting cause-effect (F4).
o Making a conch:sion (F5)
T\e critical-7e1tive comprelrcnsion integrates the pupils' ability to do overall evaluationtowards a certain information ot idea which is rea4 ."t" " conclusion about the precision orsuitability of the gilen information or ideq apply the information, and emphasize the production of anew idea' The critical'cr-eative comprehe,nsion nee* a divergent thinking, which is ffus rhinking skilloutside the literal and^inferential comprehension (Rubin, teei;, which depends on the knowledge andpersonal experience of the pupils. the skills that were infocus incnae tne foUo*t";. Evaluating (Kl)

o lVlaking a conclusion (K2)
o Internalizing (K3)

Identifring the moral of the story4esson (K4)
b) In the selection and dTetopment of tie texts, eachtext was aimed at measwing one comprehensioncategory Giteral, inferential or critical-creative category) which comprised of several skiltg. rls*syer,the texts which tested fllore rhan one comprehensioi ix"gory were also developed so that there werevarieties in the ways of testing. \\e rypei oflerls selectei i""r"a"a expository texts, fictions, rqrotts,lelters' 

-p-oems' 
biographies, speechei dialogues and news reports. overall, therc were 12 tortsselected for the Phase r and l2more texts selected for Phase tr. The contents of the texts consisted ofvarious fields or subjects such as scie,nce, literatue, language, history md fiction. As some of thefields of knowledge were inter-dependent, the readingi"*L *o. classified'into more than onesubject' The texts that contibuted 6 the existing knowiedge and cultural-bias that were expected togive priority or privil. ege to certain pupils were avoided. The texts used consisted of short and longtexts, with lgss rhan 100 words for phasi I and more than 100 words for phase tr.c) The instrument items and questiorut developed consisted of various forms which include sentencesfrom the text that ""*"9 the completion with choice 6f ansqpsrls, items that needod the choice ofanswers (multiple-choice), and instructions and blanls to be filled in with muttipte choices. The ItemSpecification Table for the Reading comprehension of ML for phase I and tr *o. aro developed. Inthis gtudy, fifty item.s of th. e mutiipte-cioice were developed to re,present the skills in the literal,inferential and critical-creative comprehension categories.

In the development of the items, several thingJneeded close attention. First, thearrangeme,nt oft!9-item developed was based on the comprehension skill and not necessarily indicated the level ofdifficulties' In the multiple-choice ite,ms, the facton which influenced the level of dicnsuhies weregiven close attention' for example the forms of the item, style of the reading texts, and the ptpils,
exist_ing knowledge on certain subject and the backgrormd 

"rln" 
subject.

second, fts implicit information and the inferential definition rn" i*pu"it information was basedon two sources;' the explicit information which was present in the texts and tre pupils' existirgknowledge' The inferential concept fo,r Barrett (1976) referred to the integrated synthesis of theselected literal content with the existing knowledgl, intuition, and readers, imaginatiotr. on the other
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1.

han4 Pearson and Jackson (1978) differentiated betnreen the items that needed information form the
texts but were not too apparent (textually implicit) with the questions that needed readers to use the
script in order to get to the ,nswers (scripnally implicit).

The objective for developing the items was to measuxe pupils' comprehension torvards printed
texts. Therefore, the development of items needed meticulousness so that the answers for the:

a. literal items could be found explicitly in the texts.
b. inferential items did not depend on the texts or the information could not necessarily be found

in the texts but the information fiom the texts could guide pupils to interpret thei,r answers.
c. critical-credive items did not depend on the texts and the information was not found in the

texts but they needed prryils 1s think beyond the texts by grving opinions and making
predictions.

d) The point that needed to trke into account n developing the choice of anrwers for the items was the
suitability of the choice of anslrysrs with the cognitive task that was related to the cmte,nt and the
texts. The slmtax and semantic forms of the items too needed to be di-fferent from the texts so that
pupils understood the contexts and not only recognized the form in order to enswer the items
correctly. Besides, the multiple-choice items were the only most objective and able to measr:re the
reading comprehension skill among primary school pupils in a large number. There were four options
for the answe$; A, B, C, and D for each item. In the process of developing the answers for each item,
the fi:nctions for each option were considered and assigned whether it is a correct arriwer, a distractor
or a wTong answer.

4. RESTILTS

The reading conprehension level of ML for the Phase I pr.pils was low, with the 4ean score of
37.31(refer Table I inAppendix l>.55.6%oftheoverallresearchsamples (n:2763) scoredless
than 367o. The literal (39.46) and critical-creative comprehension categories (39.04) were at the
average level, rlhereas the inferential comprehension category (34.10) was at the low level.
The reading comprehension level of ML for the Phase tr pupils, however, was cn'erage, with the
mean score of 42.1(see Table 3 in Appendix 2).53.7o/o of the overall research samFles (n = 4101)
scored more than 4lo/o. T\e literal comprehension category level was 47.55, which was at the
average level, whereas the infere'ntial and critical-creative comprehension categories were at the
low level.
The reading somFrehe,nsion skill of ML which was acquired by the Phase I primany school prpils
was the skill of identifring the main idea (L2). On the other hand, the skill that was lBast acquired
was the skill of recognizing the meaning of word/ phrase/ sentence (L1). Other skills in the literal,
inferential and critical-creative categories q/hich were acquired by the Phase I pryils were at the
average and low levels (refer Table2 in Appendix l).
The reading comprehe,nsion skills of ML uihich were acquired by the Phase II prinary school
plryils were the skills sf identiffing the cause-effect (L5) and important poiots (L3) and
identifring the moral of the story/ lesson (K4). All these three skills were at the hiEh level of
acquisition. However, the skills of making a comparison (L4) and making a conclusion (K2) were
at the very low level for the Phase tr pupils. Other skills in the literal, inferential and critical-
creative comprehe,lrsion categories were acquired at the average and low levels (see Table 4 in
Appendix 2).
Based on the Mahix Table, the pattem for the parling comprehension level of ML for Phase I
pupils were at the low level (refer Table 2 in Appendix l). Year 3 pupils acquired the
comprehension skill at the average level, whereas the Year 2 prryils at the low level.
The pattern for the reading comprehension level of ML for Phase tr pr:pils was at the average
level (see Table 4 in Appendix 2). There was an increase in the score for each skill fill Years 4, 5
and 6. This indicated that the reading comprehension level for Year 6 prfpils was higher rhan
Years 4 and 5, and vice ve$ia.

3.

4.

).

6.
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This research finding could ascertain the reading comprehension level of ML fur primary schoolpupils in Malaysia and could be used as a guide fL teachers to stress upon the teaching of the skillsuAich were less acquired by the phase t and n prinary school prpils.
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Comprehension
Level

Range Score
@ - 84o/o)

No. ofPupils
kr17631

Percentage
(100 %)

Vertr Low (VL) <25 501 18.1
Low(L) 26 -36 1035 37.5
Averase (A) 37 -46 615 22.3
Hish(H) 47-56 319 11.5
Verv Hieh CVH) >57 293 r0.6

Appendix I

Table 1: The Reading Comprehension Level of ML for Phase I Pupils

Table 2: The Mafrix Table for Reading Comprehension Level of ML
For Phase I Pupils in Prinary School

Comprehension Level: YL = 125,L : 2G 36, A= 37 - 46,H: 47 - 56, VII : > 57

Comprehe,lrsion
Category & Skills

Ov€mll
Mean Score

Mean Score
Year2

Mean Score
Year 3

Literal (L)
Nfain idea (L2)
Comparison(L4)
Carse and etrect (L5)
Important point (L3)
Seque,nce of ideaVwents (L6)
Meaning of word/phrase/sentences (Ll)

3e.46 (A)
57.18 (vrD
,14.48 (A)
37.20 (A)
33.77 (L\
31.2e (L)
29.22&l

34.00 (L)
s1.49 (rI)
36.6s (A)
31.51(L)
27.40 (L)
27.0e (L)
2s.52&l

44.72 (A)
62.67 NIJ)
s2.03 (r{)
42.68(A)
3e.el (A)
3s.3s (L)
32.78o-}

Serential @
Conclusion (F5)
Carse and etrect (F4)
Comparisoa(F3)
Important point (F2)
fdain Idea Gl)

34.10 Q)
42.86(A)
38.13 (A)
30.52 (L)
2e.87 (L)
28.97 Ll

2e.06 (L)
36.65 (A)
31.27 (L)
25.3s SR)
26.s0 (L)
2s.79Ll

38.e7 (A)
48.8s (rD
4.74(A)
35.4e (L)
33.12(L)
32.04(Ll

Citicallreaive (IQ
Evaluating (Kl)
tntematizing ff3)
I!floral of the story (K4)
Conclusion (K2)

3e.04 (A)
37.62(A)
36.57 (A)
32.s4 (L)
31.45 (L)

i3.55 (L)
33.e0 (L)
30.e0 (L)
28.61(L)
26.20o-\

44.33 (A)
4r.20 (A)
42.M(A)
36.32(L)
36.51(A)

VL =< 25.L:2G36.A= H:47 - 56. VII: >
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Tabte 4: The Matrix Table for Reading Comprehension Level of ML

Gnpretension Gvelr VL = ( 30, L = 3t -40,A=41- 50,H= 51-60, VH: > 61

Table 3: ftmding Comprehension f,evel of ML for Phase tr Pupils

Comprehension
Level

Rmge Score
(o-76%l

No. of Pupils
(n=4101)

Percentage
(100 %)

VenrLowCW) <30 92s 22.6
Low(L) 3r-40 974 23.8

Averaee (A) 41-50 r093 26.7

HiPh ftI) 5l-60 820 20.0

VervHieh(VH) >61 289 7.O

For Phase trPupils in Primary School

Comprehe,nsion
Catqgory and Skills

Ov€rall
Mean Score

Mean
Score

Year 4

Mean Score

Year 5

Mean Score
Year 6

Literal (L)
Cause and effect (L5)
lnportantPoiff (L3)
It[ain idea (L2)
Seque,nce of ideaV events (L6)
Meaning of word/phase/se,ntences
(Ll)
Comnarison (L4)

47.ss (A)
ss.s7 (rI)
s4.72 (rI)
50.6e (A)
4e.16 (A)
38.8e (L)

27.e2NL)

3e.se (a)
44.3s (A)
43.24 (A)
43.2e (A)
40.03 (L)
37.32(L)

24.8ICVL)

47.6s (A)
s6.2e (ID
54.23 (rD
s2.u (H)
s0.13 (A)
38.3s (r)

26.86 (VI-)

ss.32 (Ir)
65.91(VH)
66.s2 (vID
s6.25 (H)
57.17 (Ir)
n.e7 (L)
32.05 (L)

Infrential (I)
Ceuse and etrect (Fa)
C,omparison F3)
Conclusion (F5)
Llain Idea (F1)
Imnortmt Point G2)

38.3s Q)
46.47 (A)
42.65 (A)
34.63 (L)
31.0e (L)
30.9s (L)

33.37 (L)
42.8e (A)
34.0e (L)
2e.36(L)

27.r4c{I.',)
31.28 {L)

38.28 (L)
46.42(A)
43.2e (A)
34.s8 (t)
31.7r(L)
31.02 (L)

43.32 (A)
s0.04 (A)
s0.04 (A)
3e.88 (L)
34.38 (L)

30.35 rVL)
Critical4reuive (IQ
Moral of the story (K4)
Evaluating (K1)
Intemalizing (K3)
Conclusion (K2)

38.84 (L)
51.76 (H)
4r.66 (A)
38.43 (L)

2t.69 fvLI

35.51(L)
46.86 (A)
37.20 (L)
33.s2 (L)

27.57 (Vl-\

38.86 (L)
53.05 (A)
42.30 (A)
37.8e (L)

26.59 NLI

42.12 (A)
55.28 (A)
45.42(A)
43.8r(A)

28.9lrVL)
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